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PROCOS is a simulation tool developed in 2007 at CERN for simulating automation pro-
cesses based on the IEC 61512 control standard. PROCOS mainly allows for testing new
control systems of complex cryogenic processes, assistance in error detection within control
programs before their deployment and allows for an easier and safer way for training new
operators unfamiliar with the systems and processes at CERN.
PROCOS attempts to replace the process field layer of an automation process by simulat-
ing all field layer instruments using a mathematical model created with the EcosimPro soft-
ware.  The mathematical  model  is implemented into the CPS console application,  which
communicates all input and output data between the simulated field layer and the control
layer using the OPC DA communication protocol.
In April 2014 Microsoft stopped providing support for Windows XP causing Windows XP to
become deprecated and thus vulnerable to cyber-attacks. CERN is constantly under cyber-
attacks and can not allow for any deprecated operating systems to exist within its infrastruc-
ture. Due to PROCOS being dependent on the Windows XP operating system, certain com-
ponents of PROCOS became non-functional and needed to be updated with Windows 7
compatible software libraries.
This study is about the update of certain PROCOS components and also focuses on further
improvements of the PROCOS architecture. The aim of the update was to improve the sim-
ulation accuracy, flexibility, setup procedure as well as the simulation speed. New simulation
features have been implemented into the simulation tool e.g. multiple synchronized simula-
tions, remote running capabilities and simplified setup procedures using Python scripts.
The result of the update gave rise to a simulation tool with a much higher degree of flexibil-
ity and a faster setup procedure. The average simulation speed decreased roughly by 10%
but has a higher accuracy. It was decided that the loss of simulation speed is not an issue,
since the new functionalities are of greater influence to the overall  positive result  of  the
PROCOS update.
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PROCOS on vuona 2007 CERN:issä kehitetty simulointityökalu, jolla simuloidaan ohjaus-
standardin IEC 61512 pohjautuvat automaatioprosessit. PROCOS pääsääntöisesti mah-
dollistaa uusien ohjaus menetelmien testaaminen monimutkaisissa kryogeenisissä proses-
seissä, avustaa virheiden havaitsemisessa ohjausohjelmistoissa ennen niitten käyttöönot-
toa ja helpottaa sekä turvallistaa uusien operaattorien perehtymistä CERN:in eri 
järjestelmiin.
PROCOS pyrki korvaamaan koko automaatiojärjestelmän kenttätason simuloimalla kent-
tätason instrumentointia matemaatisilla algoritmeilla, jotka luodaan EcosimPro ohjelmis-
tossa. Tämä matemaattinen malli implementoidaan CPS konsoli-sovellukseen, joka kom-
munikoi kaikki kenttätason IO:t OPC DA kommunikointi protokolla ohjaustaso ja simuloitu 
kenttätason välissä.
Huhtikuussa 2014 Microsoft lakkasi tarjoamasta tukea Windows XP:lle, jonka johdosta 
Windows XP on herkkä kyber-hyökäyksille. CERN kyber-hyökätään jatkuvasti ja käyttökel-
vottomia käyttöjärjestelmiä ei voida käyttää CERN:in infrastruktuurissa. PROCOS:ksen riip-
puvuus Windows XP:stä on johtunut siihen, että tietyt komponentit eivät enää toimivat ja 
tarvitsivat päivityksiä Windows 7:een yhteensopiviin ohjelmistokirjastoihin.
Tämän tutkimuksen aihe kertoo PROCOS:ksen päivityksesta ja keskittyy myös 
PROCOS:ksen arkkitehtuuriin lisättyjä parannuksiin. Päivityksien tavoite oli pararantaa 
simulaatioiden tarkkuus, joustavuus, asennusvaiheet sekä simulaatioiden nopeus. Uusia 
ominaisuuksia ovat implementoitu simulointityökaluun esim. useita synkronoituja simulaa-
tioita, kauko-ajo-ominaisuuksia ja yksinkertaistettuja asennusprosesseja käyttäen Python-
skriptejä.
Päivityksen tuloksena syntyi simulointityökalu, jolla on paljon suurempi joustavuus ja 
nopeampi asennusprosessi. Keskimääräinen simulointinopeus laski noin 10%:lla, mutta 
sillä on suurempi tarkkuus. Päätettiin, että simuloinnin nopeuden menetys ei ole ongelma, 
koska PROCOS:ksen uusilla toiminnoilla on suurempi vaikutus päivityksen kokonaistulok-
seen.
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3Preface
It is presumed that the reader of this study has a prior basic understanding of common
automation industry components like; automation hardware (e.g. PLCs and measure-
ment instruments), programming (e.g. Function Blocks, C++ or Python), communica-
tion protocols (e.g.  OPC or MODBUS) and supervision tools (e.g.  PVSS or WinCC
OA).
From March 2014 to February 2015 I have worked at CERN as a technical student in
the EN-ICE-PLC section. My supervisor was Benjamin Bradu, a French doctored en-
gineer. During my one-year internship I worked on the update of PROCOS and added
new features to this automation process simulation tool. I have become familiar with
many new aspects in the automation field and obtained many new skills. I intend this
thesis to be a reflection of my experience at CERN and my knowledge received from
education.
Before starting, I want to thank CERN for providing me with the great opportunity to
work as a technical student, and, of course, special thanks go to my supervisor Ben-
jamin Bradu, who guided me through the entirety of my internship.
 
4List of Abbreviations
CERN European Organization for Nuclear Research is the world's largest organi-
zation devoted to particle physics. [1]
LHC The Large Hadron Collider is a particle accelerator at CERN. A particle
accelerator is a device that propels and smashes subatomic particles at high speeds.
[2]
UNICOS Unified Industrial Control System is a software platform used at CERN to
automatically generate a large part of the control programs and supervision applica-
tions for large scaled automation systems. [3]
PROCOS Process and Control  Simulator  is a simulation tool for  simulating large
scaled automation systems based on UNICOS projects. [4]
CPS Cryogenic Process Simulator is an important component of PROCOS and
mainly manages the communication between simulated field instruments and the con-
trol system within a PROCOS project. [4]
UAB UNICOS Application Builder is a tool within the UNICOS framework for
creating automated control systems from UNICOS specification files. [5]
SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition is a system used to monitor and
control a plant or equipment remotely so as to provide security and prevent hazardous
situations. [14]
PLC Programmable Logic Controller is a digital computer used for automation
of typically industrial processes, such as control of machinery in a factory. PLCs are
used in many machines, in many industries. [12]
HMI Human Machine Interface is a user interface in a manufacturing or pro-
cess control system. It provides a graphics-based visualization of an industrial control
and monitoring system. [15]
 
5FBD Function Block Diagram is a graphical language for programmable logic
controller design, that can describe the function between input variables and output
variables. [13]
FB A Function Block is a single part  of  logic  within the FBD language.  A
single Function Block describes the specific functionality between designated input and
output variables. [13]
 
61  Introduction
PROCOS is a simulation tool used at CERN for simulating industrial processes based
on UNICOS projects. It stands for Process and Control Simulator  and is mainly used
for simulating cryogenic processes at CERN. A practical example of one of the cryo-
genic processes at CERN is the cooling system of the famous Large Hadron Collider
(LHC). Among other functionalities, which will be specified in later chapters, PROCOS
allows for automated simulations of sections of the LHC’s cooling system and takes ad-
vantage of the automation control system in order to obtain a highly accurate simula-
tion model.  The main components of the automation process simulation tool (PRO-
COS) are physics based formulas, simulated inputs and outputs of most of the automa-
tion systems field instruments, virtual PLCs and a real-life SCADA system. The physics
formulas (simulation model) drive the simulated field instruments inputs and outputs,
which are controlled by the virtual PLCs, which are in turn connected to the real-life
SCADA system at CERN. The benefit of this simulation tool is that it is possible to test
almost all aspects of the automation process without being able to cause any physical
harm to it. Especially with automation processes such as cryogenic processes, it is ex-
tremely dangerous to run control tests on systems using real field instruments, because
if the control system is not working as intended, it might cause a lot of harm to the auto-
mation system. [4]
Only systems based on the IEC 61512 control standard are compatible with PROCOS.
UNICOS is a platform based on that control standard and allows for extremely fast and
partially automated development of an automation system. More details on UNICOS
are specified later on. [4]
PROCOS was originally setup and created by Benjamin Bradu and its first working ver-
sion was introduced in 2007. However, compatibility issues arose when CERNs infra-
structure forced an upgrade on its operating systems in 2014. Microsoft  announced
that they would no longer provide support for Windows XP and this resulted into the se-
curity of  Windows XP to be compromised.  If  no support  for  Windows XP would be
provided by Microsoft, any security holes found within the operating system would be
permanent and therefore would be unfit for CERN purposes. CERN is permanently un-
der cyber-attacks and thus has strict security policies and cannot allow for deprecated
operating systems to exist within the CERN infrastructure. Without Windows XP, certain
 
7parts of PROCOS can no longer function and in order for PROCOS to work on Win-
dows 7, a part of the interconnected components of the simulation tool needs to be up-
dated. [6; 7; 8]
The aim of this study is to point out what components need to be updated, what may
be improved and finally how the changes will affect the simulation results. This thesis
will also provide an introduction to PROCOS, a walk-through of the updates and pos-
sible upgrades as well as provide an extensive overview on all interconnected compon-
ents as a whole.
2  CERN
2.1  CERN in General
Before diving into the specifics of PROCOS, it will be helpful to first understand what
happens behind the scenes at CERN.
CERN is a high-energy particle physics organization headquartered in Meyrin, Switzer-
land (close to Geneva). The organization was founded in 1953 and currently has 22
member countries.  The name CERN stands for  “European Council  for  Nuclear Re-
search”, which in French is “Conseil Europeen pour la Recherche Nucleaire”. At CERN
scientists and engineers study the basic constituents of matter, in other words, the fun-
damental building blocks (particles) of the universe. The particles are made to collide
together  close  to  the  speed  of  light.  The  data  collected  in  the  collision  processes
provide physicists clues about how the particles interact, and provides insights into the
fundamental laws of nature. The first  CERN particle accelerator began operating in
1957. Since that time, several other particle accelerators were built with its latest the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The results of experiments conducted at CERN may give
physicists and astronomers clues about the formation and evolution of the universe. [1]
The focus of this thesis is, however, not about the findings of certain experiments nor is
it about the practises used for those experiments, but rather about the industrial setup
needed for the complex experiments at CERN.
 
82.2  EN-ICE-PLC
CERN is divided into departments, groups and sections. My department was EN, which
is the Engineering Department and provides CERN with the infrastructure systems of
all facilities and accelerator complexes. ICE was my group and stands for Industrial
Control Systems. My section was PLC, which stands for PLC & Front-ends.
Essentially the main job of this section is to maintain all PLCs and their control pro-
grams. PLCs are used in many industrial processes so for example this section does
not only take care of LHC’s cooling system but also manages normal air ventilation
systems, heating systems and elevators throughout the CERN premises.
2.3  Industrial Processes at CERN
Before explaining PROCOS in more detail it is important to fully understand the general
overview of a real life industrial process at CERN without any simulations.
At CERN there are many industrial processes which are extremely difficult to maintain
without advanced control techniques. This is simply due to the complexity and largely
scaled designs of most industrial processes making it impossible for humans to control
without the help of  computerized control  systems. New control  techniques are con-
stantly being developed and need to go through extensive testing before they are de-
ployed into  real-life  systems.  One mistake in  a  control  system could  lead  to  cata-
strophic consequences; like for example breaking expensive equipment and/or instru-
ments or wasting valuable materials e.g. liquid helium.
2.3.1  Process Layers
A common industrial process exists of three main layers; the field layer, control layer
and supervision layer. [3]
See Figure 1 for a graphical overview of these three layers.
 
9The field layer contains all process instruments and equipment e.g. valves, pipes, sen-
sors, turbines, heaters and so on. These are also called field instruments.
The  control  layer receives all  sensory data (feedback) from equipment in the field
layer. The data is run through a control program in a PLC, which in turn sends out com-
mands to instruments in the field layer in order to control the whole process. Also, the
control  layer  provides direct  feedback on the automation system to the supervision
layer and, in turn, receives commands from the supervision layer, which are usually
guidelines for controlling the process as a whole.
The  supervision layer is where the whole process is supervised, this is also called
SCADA. This layer sits on top of the other two layers and should be able to intercept
any part of the industrial process. Here, stages of the process are initiated or stopped
and possible human interventions in the automation process are made for example in
case of emergency.
 
Figure 1: Overview of a general automation system at CERN.
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2.3.2  Simulation
Like mentioned before, new control systems need to go through extensive testing be-
fore being deployed into real-life processes in order to prevent possible mistakes. This
is where simulation comes into play, it is a powerful and safe way for testing new con-
trol systems or to study behaviour of certain circumstances, which are hard to replicate
in real-life. The best kind of simulation is of course one that is as close as possible to
the real-life process. However, when it comes to virtually simulating a large process
with computers, it is not always possible to simulate the entire process due to current
boundaries of computational power. Often a simulation represents only a small part of a
whole industrial process. [9]
It is important to realize that simulation is and should not be the only way of testing new
control systems but for now this will be the only kind of testing that this thesis will focus
on.
Teaching purposes are another reason why simulation is used. New process super-
visors can learn the intrinsic workings of an industrial system without interfering with
the real-life process. This will greatly reduce risk of human error. [9]
2.3.3  UNICOS
In 1998 CERN developed a framework called UNICOS, which stands for Unified Indus-
trial Control System. This framework is intended to standardize industrial control applic-
ations within the two upper layers (control and supervision) of classical industrial pro-
cesses e.g. HVAC, cooling or ventilation systems. This framework is extremely power-
ful for fast and accurate development of automation systems because UNICOS also
partially automates the development of certain steps and control code of the system. In
other words, UNICOS provides a high level of abstraction and therefore decreases the
development, configuration and commissioning time of automation processes. [3]
The base of a UNICOS project is a specification file in XML format, containing all in-
stances of the field layer components. In this file all properties and links of the compon-
ents are easily specified in great detail. [3]
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The specification file is used to generate automated code based on the properties of
each individual component. The code is generated with a tool called UAB, UNICOS Ap-
plication Builder, and is a tool in the UNICOS framework. [5]
3  PROCOS Explained
3.1  General Overview
PROCOS aims to simulate industrial systems on a process point of view. This means
that it simulates different physical values such as pressure, temperature or mass flow,
which are normally measured by sensors in a control system. The general idea is to re-
place the real process by a numerical model able to simulate sensor values. The ob-
jective is to reuse as much as possible of the real control system in order to obtain an
as accurate model as possible. However, note that, only systems created with the UNI-
COS framework are compatible with PROCOS. [4]
An important part of PROCOS is CPS, which is a software application within PROCOS
that puts most of the PROCOS components together in order to allow for smooth simu-
lations. This application will however be covered in a complete seperate chapter since
most of my work at CERN has been within the CPS application scope.
Figure 2 depicts all main components of PROCOS.
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3.2  Motives
One of the best ways to test control systems in an industrial process is to use simula-
tion. The unique aspect of PROCOS is that it allows for accurate simulations using the
real control program and supervision layer. It uses a sophisticated way to automatically
generate a large part of the field layer components as well as their inputs and outputs,
which are used in the simulator where all inputs and outputs are directly translated into
the control and supervision layers. Due to the complexity of cryogenic processes, PRO-
COS was developed at CERN. PROCOS has been one of the ways to detect errors in
control systems before deployment and has been able to train new crew. [9]
 
Figure 2: Main component overview of PROCOS.
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3.3  Components
PROCOS is compiled from an interconnected set of components forming the simulation
environment for industrial processes. The main components in PROCOS are mathe-
matical models of the process (simulation), control programs (PLC simulators) and a
supervision tool (PVSS). The field layer is the only industrial process layer, which is be-
ing completely simulated and therefore PROCOS is able to simulate very accurate sim-
ulations  of  the  real-life  process.  Another  very important  component  of  PROCOS is
CPS, which is a Windows console application and it connects the simulated field layer
and the control layer together. CPS handles data conversions, communication proto-
cols (OPC DA) and simulation configuration settings. [4]
3.3.1  Simulation Model
EcosimPro is software for modelling processes using mathematical methods. Mathem-
atical algorithms can be assigned to graphical objects within the software, which in turn
can be saved into a library, forming a dynamically re-usable base for each new pro-
cess. The objects within the libraries can be used to create a simple graphical repres-
entation of the process, after which the software automatically binds linked objects and
produces a complete mathematical model. EcosimPro enables the user to create con-
tinuous or discrete system models and also allows the model to be exported into C++
files. The C++ files can be imported and run within another C++ application and new
time steps within the model can be calculated by simply calling one c++ function. In the
case of PROCOS, these files are used to generate the simulation data for the CPS ap-
plication. The simulation files require the user to provide the output data from the con-
trol system, after, which the simulation files will compute the next time iteration of the
simulation data set and return this to the PLC control program via the CPS application.
[4; 10]
Figure 3 represents a small example of graphical objects forming a simulation model.
 
Figure 3: EcosimPro example with graphical objects forming a simulation model.
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3.3.2  Control System and Supervisory System
The simulation is steered by the control system inside the specified  PLC simulators,
which drive the simulation. At CERN most of the PLCs are manufactured by Siemens
or Schneider and PROCOS is compatible with both. The control systems mostly con-
sist of function blocks (FB), which together form the entire logic of the control system.
These FBs are mostly generated automatically with the UAB application from the UNI-
COS framework and only need slight tweaking in order to fully work. [5; 11]
The SCADA system used within the PROCOS project does not require any changes
and is directly compatible with the modified control layer. [9]
3.3.3  Data Communication
In order for the simulator to communicate all inputs and outputs, PROCOS mainly oper-
ates through two communication protocols, one being OPC DA and the other one being
Ethernet/MODBUS. [4]
OPC DA consists of an OPC Server connected to the PLC simulators and an OPC DA
Client, which is integrated within the CPS application. The OPC client connects to the
OPC Server in order to allow communication between the control layer and simulated
field layer. The OPC Client is run on a desktop computer  within the CPS application
and the OPC Server application is also run locally on the desktop computer. [4]
Ethernet/MODBUS is used to connect the PLCs running the control system to the OPC
server. Most PLCs at CERN are already connected via Ethernet/MODBUS and there-
fore the setup of this communication protocol does not require additional steps appart
from configurations in order for PROCOS to work. [4]
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4  CPS Console Application
4.1  Overview
CPS is a Windows console application and stands for Cryogenic Process Simulator.
The  software  application  is  not  necessarily  specific  to  cryogenic  processes  but  at
CERN this tool is only used for cryogenic processes, hence the name. A comprehensi-
ble list of the CPS main components are:
 OPC DA client
 Configuration data
 Simulation data
 Control data
 OPC DA server
This application connects the simulation data and control data between the OPC DA
client and the OPC DA server, allowing the configuration data to determine the simula-
tion style and settings. The program is executing three cycling tasks: 1. PLC program
gives orders to CPS, which updates model inputs (i.e. actuator values, PID parameters,
etc.). 2. An integration step is done on the model by the EcosimPro equation solvers in
order to find the complete state of the model at the next sampling time (all pressures,
temperatures and mass-flows are computed in the system). 3. Sensor values which
have been modified since the last sampling time are sent to the PLC via the OPC
server. [4]
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4.2  Simulation Data
EcosimPro allows exportation of  simulation models in  C++ files.  The C++ files are
loaded upon start-up of the CPS application. Once loaded and setup, a simple function
can be called in order to calculate the next time iteration. In order for EcosimPro to cal-
culate the next time iteration, EcosimPro uses an equation solver (called DASSL) that
quickly calculates all changed simulation variables. [10]
However, for each new simulation model, the CPS application needs to be recompiled
with the new C++ files of the simulation model made in EcosimPro. This is done manu-
ally by placing the files within the CPS application folder and adjusting a couple of code
lines within the CPS source code.
4.3  Configuration Data
The configuration data allows for flexible and versatile simulation styles and settings.
The main program loads the configuration data during start-up and prepares the neces-
sary steps in order to run the simulation according to the configuration file. The follow-
ing list are the main configurable data:
 OPC DA server IP address and server name
 The location of the file with all field layer components to be simulated
 Simulation state to initialize from
CPS automatically saves each current simulation state, which can be specified in the
configuration data. This allows for the user to continue a simulation after the simulation
has been stopped.
Figure 4 displays an entire configuration file.
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4.4  OPC DA Client
OPC DA stands for  OPC Data  Access.  It  is  an OPC Foundation specification  that
defines how real-time data can be transferred between a data source and a data sink
(for example: a PLC and an HMI) without either of them having to know each other’s
native protocol. [16]
In the case of PROCOS, the OPC DA client transfers data between the simulation
model and the PLC program. The data consists of all inputs and outputs of the virtual
field instruments, which are read and written to and from the control program.
The OPC DA Client/Server architecture was the first architecture defined by the OPC
Foundation. Before OPC DA devices, like for example PLCs and HMIs, required any
other device or application connecting to them to have a “custom driver”. A driver is ba-
sically software that translates communication between two devices. There were many
problems associated with custom drivers because commonly some of the drivers were
high in cost, proprietary technology, hard to configure and maintain or hard to keep up-
to-date. In contrast, OPC DA made it possible to connect to any device without a cus-
tom driver written specifically for the device pair. Hence, reads and writes could be per-
 
Figure 4: CPS configuration file
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formed without having to know the native protocol or internal data structures. It is pos-
sible to say that OPC DA provides a standardized driver between any device or inter-
face. [16]
Figure 5 showcases different communication interfaces all  using the same OPC DA
specification.
Roughly 20 years ago a CERN employee working in EN-ICE developed a software
toolkit in C/C++. The toolkit is a software library containing functions build on top of the
OPC  DA Core  library.  Its  intention  was  to  simplify  the  setup  and  communication
between processes of an OPC Client and OPC Server. Part of this toolkit is used within
the CPS OPC client.
 
Figure 5: OPC DA communication interfaces [18]
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5  PROCOS Update and Upgrade
My main work task at CERN was to update certain components of PROCOS so that it
would be compatible with Windows 7. The main update was rewriting the CPS console
application with windows 7 compatibility and other required library compatibilities as
well as implementing new communication interfaces. Another big change was that the
virtual PLCs needed to be replaced with real PLCs.
Besides the update, two important upgrades have also been applied to PROCOS. The
first upgrade is remote communication, which is the ability to fully run remote simula-
tions. The second upgrade is  the possibility to run  multiple simultaneously  synchro-
nized simulations. This enables synchronized but seperate simulation processes, which
are  reliant  on  each  other  in  the  larger  scale  of  the  automation  processes.  Other
improvements to PROCOS are Python scripts, which allow for easier and faster setup
of PROCOS projects.
5.1 The Main Update
The main update was to make PROCOS compatible with Windows 7. New OPC DA li-
braries needed to be integrated into the CPS application, which in turn required the
CPS application to be updated as well. The CPS application was rewritten with the new
software libraries, an updated C++ version and also support for new features in PRO-
COS, which are listed in the next chapters.
In addition to that, PROCOS also benefited from integrating another updated software
libraries called DASSL. A new EcosimPro equation solver library is now used to calcu-
late the simulation calculations more efficiently.
PROCOS used to run the control software on simulated PLCs, but these have been re-
placed with real PLCs, allowing for more realistic simulations. With the real PLCs, it
was also possible to communicate from the control layer to the supervision layer using
MODBUS. This was a logical step to take, since the SCADA systems are initially al-
ready connected via Ethernet/MODBUS. During the update of PROCOS, the SCADA
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systems were switched from PVSS to WinCC OA, which had no immediate affect on
PROCOS since the communication protocols stayed the same.
5.2 Architectural Differences
The main differences between the two architectures are as follows:
 CPS running on Windows 7
 Virtual PLCs switched to real PLCs
 PVSS changed to WinCC OA
 Communication  interfaces  within  the  supervision  layer  and  control  layer
changed to Ethernet/MODBUS
  Remote OPC Server
Figures 6 and 7 portray the main differences between the old and new architectures.
More detailed explanations on the differences will be specified in later chapters.
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Figure 7: New PROCOS architecture
Figure 6: Old PROCOS architecture
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5.3 OPC Remote Communication
The remote communication upgrade allows for all different PROCOS components to be
run on different computers, maximizing the CPU power for the simulation calculations.
This is extremely useful because the CERN premises is very large making it difficult to
quickly run simulations when often not all  PROCOS components are located in the
same area. For example, often the work area, PLCs containing the control program
and supervision system are all run in different locations. Also now, the OPC DA server
can be run separately from the PLCs.
The IP addresses of the different PCs need to be specified within the CPS configura-
tion data. The CPS application then uses the specified IP-addresses to connect all
PCs. At CERN all PCs do however need to be within the same local network in order
for PROCOS to work but theoretically the remote connection is able to connect to any
IP address, provided that the connection between the PCs are not blocked by any fire-
walls.
5.4  Multiple Simulation Synchronization
An issue with the first PROCOS version is that it is not able to realistically simulate dif-
ferent processes whose overall physical input or output are connected to each other. A
good example is with the LHC cooling system. The LHC cooling system has three
seperate helium cooling stages, where all stages are depended on each other but their
control systems are not directly connected. The control system of each seperate stage
is able to operate by itself but if PROCOS is to be used on the entire cooling system,
each seperate stage needs to be simulated and controlled with the same time constant
in order to create a realistic simulation. [17]
After analysing the possibility of adding a feature where multiple simulations could be
run simultaneously, it was decided that this functionality should be added to PROCOS.
Running multiple simulations of separate  automation processes, which are reliant on
one another comes with a problem. It is not possible to run for example two different
simulations, which partially use the same field layer simulation data and get accurate
results if the time factor is not the same in both simulations. Different simulations have
different simulation speeds so in order to obtain accurate and correct simulation data,
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both simulations need to be synchronized. Simulation synchronization unfortunately re-
duces the total simulation time because both simulations need to wait for each other. In
other words, with each next simulation step, the slowest simulation step time will deter-
mine the current simulation step time duration.
The multiple simulation synchronization option can now be enabled within the configur-
ation file. When this option is enabled, the variable name of the shared time variable
must also be specified within the configuration file. This variable is used to keep track
of the time of the slowest simulation time. All simulations must wait for all other simula-
tions to catch up before being allowed to continue.
5.5  PROCOS Setup Improvements
When accessing the usability and setup procedure of PROCOS, it became clear that
certain steps throughout the setup could be improved. As a result the setup of PRO-
COS has been simplified with a few python scripts, all removing a great deal of manual
labour and error prone steps. The first script saves time by automatically adding re-
quired variables to the variable list, which are needed within the CPS application. The
second script automates setup steps for new simulation models and removes the ne-
cessity for manually adjusting the source code of the CPS application. The third im-
provement removes a large amount of manual modifications within the PLCs control
software by automatically adjusting all time based functionalities.
5.5.1 UNICOS Specification Automation
Each simulation has a file containing all  analogue and digital input and output vari-
ables, which indicate the connection between the PLC variables and the simulation
variables in EcosimPro. CPS requires some additional data variables in order for the
simulator to work. These data variables need to be added manually to the variable file
because they can not be automatically generated from the UNICOS specification file.
Now a simple Python script is able to automatically add the required items (variables)
and create a ready file with all item listings so that no further adjustments to the vari-
able file are needed. This is a useful improvement from the perspective of the user be-
cause now the user does not need to directly know what intrinsic CPS variables are
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needed within the simulation variables. This allows for faster simulation setup and re-
moves an error prone step with the setup.
5.5.2  Simulation Specific Modifications
Each time a new simulation model is created, the new C++ files from EcosimPro need
to be implemented within the CPS console application and certain code lines need to
be adjusted in order for the new simulation model to be completely supported. After
these steps are made, the console application has to be rebuild. Now a simple Python
script can be run, which removes all manual steps required and the C++ files only need
to be placed within the same folder as the Python script, which is located within the
CPS application folder. The user only needs to rebuild the application using Visual Stu-
dio after which all old application files are automatically replaced with the new files.
5.5.3  Time based Functions
In simulation the time variable is a very important variable, because this determines the
speed of the simulation. Especially with large and slow processes, it is very useful to be
able to speed up the whole process but this does come with a complication.
Each time based function block would be incompatible for simulation, if the time con-
stant is not adapted to the simulation speed. The way this is fixed is by an additional
time variable (simulation time), which replaces the real-time time. The CPS application
keeps track of the simulation time and communicates this time variable to the OPC DA
server, which then again distributes this to all connected PLCs. In order for the control
software to support the additional time variable, all time based function blocks must
also be modified. This PROCOS setup step used to be a manual process where the
user needs to manually adjust all time based function blocks. Luckily now a simple py-
thon script can be run, which automatically adapts all time based functions within the
PLC control software in order to support the simulation time constant. However, the
PLC control software first needs to be exported into a .xef or .xdb format in order for
the python script to work. These formats are simple and global standard and thus also
supported by Schneider’s Unity software and Siemens’s STEP 7 software.
Figure 8 displays different modified function blocks.
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6  Testing
6.1  Communication Test
A communications test was proposed in order to test whether PROCOS is able to sup-
port the communication exchange of a vast amount of simulation variables. The ex-
change of all simulation variables between the PLCs and the EcosimPro files is done
within the CPS console application. This test does not take into consideration the time
and computation requirements of the actual simulation integration steps, because this
would also showcase the simulation speed. The purpose of this test was to see how
the exchange of  many variables affects the entire simulation setup. Also,  since the
memory for each simulation variable is created dynamically, this test will show if any
memory leaks within the CPS application are present.
The initial  test  was  setup  with  roughly  5000  simulation  variables.  This  already re-
sembles a very large automation process and thus, if successful, will proof a solid vari-
able communication procedure within PROCOS. During the test the PCs RAM memory
 
Figure 8: Modified time based function blocks.
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allocation for the entire CPS application was monitored and the overall performance of
PROCOS was followed for any inconsistencies.
The test showed a very solid performance and did not affect the simulation setup in any
significant way. No memory leaks were detected and PROCOS operated as expected.
Later the communication test was even executed with roughly 20 000 and 40 000 simu-
lation  variables  and showed a  consistent  result  where  the  CPS application  stayed
stable and without any significant execution speed reductions.
Figure 9 shows the console output of the CPS application during the 5000 variable test.
 
Figure 9: Communication test console output
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6.2  Speed Comparison
A speed test was done between the old and new PROCOS versions. This was done by
setting up the same automation system simulation files on both versions and running
all  components on the same hardware. This results into both tests using the same
computation power and the only difference is the software, operating system and com-
munication protocols.
Surprisingly the new PROCOS version was roughly 10% slower compared to the older
version depending on the simulation files, otherwise the simulation speed was roughly
similar. The small speed difference is most likely due to the differences of the operating
systems (Windows XP and Windows 7), the updated OPC DA libraries as well as the
fact that the new version has more functionalities compared to the old version. There-
fore a rough 10% decrease in simulation speed is not a big issue since we get more
functionality in return.
6.3  Synchronization and Remote Test
A simulation of the LHC cooling system was setup and needed multiple simulations to
be run simultaneously. Here the new synchronization and remote running functionalit-
ies were put to the test. The simulation was run on three different PLCs, which were all
remotely connected to a remote OPC DA server and the CPS application was also run
remotely. The CPS application handled all EcosimPro variables for each separate sim-
ulation.
This setup provided a solid performance with only a little decrease in simulation speed.
The entire LHC cooling system was successfully simulated and the virtual LHC was
cooled down to its required temperature of 1.9 K (-271.3°C). Normally a process like
this takes up roughly two weeks but with a simulation like this it only takes roughly 16
hours. [17]
The simulation time of synchronized simulations are, however, slightly slower then sep-
arately simulated processes, because the time for each simulation step in a synchron-
ized simulation is determined by the slowest computed simulation step of that current
time frame.
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All in all, with separately run simulations, the total simulation speed was only roughly
20% slower. Again, a decrease like this is not a big issue, since we get a very usefull
functionality in return.
7  Final Results
7.1  Update Overview
PROCOS is now compatible with Windows 7 and uses the updated OPC DA libraries.
The virtual PLCs have been replaced with real PLCs and communication protocols
have been changed for better compatibility. The tool received useful upgrades for much
faster simulation setup. This final result of the update and upgrade now allows for more
optimal utilization of the entire simulation tool.
7.2  Performance Review
Setting up a simulation of an automation system based on the UNICOS specifications
is now much easier. Many setup procedures have been automated, made more flexible
and provide easier  to follow procedures.  This  has greatly improved the usability of
PROCOS.
The CPS application has been improved in many ways. The simulation variables are
communicated more dynamically and CPS is able to support more then 40 000 vari-
ables. All new functionalities and updated software and libraries for Windows 7 support
resulted into a similar simulation speed compared to the old PROCOS version. De-
pending on the simulation, the simulation speed is at its most roughly 10% slower,
which is not an improvement on its own but when considering all new functionalities
and improvements it causes no issues. The simulation setup can now be run more re-
motely and is able to synchronize with multiple simulations simultaneously. These ad-
ded features provide a great extension to PROCOS with more flexibility of running the
simulations.
This new version provides a solid upgrade, which is certainly to be happy about.
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7.3  Documentation
Once the updated version of PROCOS was ready, the PROCOS setup documentation
needed to be updated as well. The detailed documentation on the setup of PROCOS
on either Siemens or Schneider PLCs has been updated and added to the CERNs doc-
umentation repository.  The documentation explains in precise detail  all  the required
steps for setting up a well working simulation platform. This documentation does how-
ever not explain how to create the mathematical simulation model with EcosimPro. This
is very simulation specific process and not a part of the PROCOS setup.
The documentation can be found as an appendix to this thesis (Appendix 1).
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8  Summary
My work at CERN has resulted in an updated and well working simulation platform and
I am very happy to have been able to contribute to the operations at CERN. My main
task was to make PROCOS compatible with Windows 7 using updated software librar-
ies and different communication protocols. PROCOS used to run the control software
on simulated PLCs, but these have been replaced with real PLCs allowing for more
realistic simulations.
Along the update, new improvements and functionalities have also been added, allow-
ing for more versatile and flexible simulations as well as an easier set up procedure.
The most significant improvement to PROCOS is the possibility to simultaneously sim-
ulate multiple simulations, while all being dependent on each other in the larger scale
of the automation system stages. Before, all stages of the LHC cooling system could
not be simulated simultaneously with the first generation of PROCOS, but now this is
possible and allows for more versatile and accurate simulations.
The setup procedure of PROCOS used to include quite a lot of manual operations in
order for PROCOS to properly function. Now most of the manual steps have been re-
placed with python scripts allowing for quick changes in for example control software or
demonstrations for training purposes of new system operators.
All  updates  and  improvements  combined  resulted  into  a  great  achievement  where
PROCOS is fully operational on the new Windows operation system with added fea-
tures allowing for improved usability.
I hope this Thesis has provided an interesting view on automation process simulation
methods and I hope this will inspire others to explore similar or other simulation meth-
ods.
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INTRODUCTION
The PROcess and COntrol Simulator (PROCOS) is a set of interconnected components forming
a simulation environment for CERN cryogenic processes [1, 2]. A real-life process is controlled
by a PLC and data is exchanged through generic interfaces. All necessary process information
contained in the PLC is stored into a data server via the Ethernet network using a MODBUS
protocol. Supervision clients using the software WinCCOA (Operating Work Station) connected
to  the  data  server  can  read process  information  and  send  orders  to  the  PLC for  manual
operations. The simulation environment reuses this control architecture as much as possible
and only replaces the real-life process with the Cryogenic Process Simulator (CPS), which is a
model of the real-life process. The data server, supervision clients and PLC’s remain the same.
All components on the Ethernet network communicate by using an OPC protocol and MODBUS.
All data is exchanged through an OPC Server provided by the PLC manufacturer where all PLC
data can be read and written by the OPC client (CPS).
- NOTE: The picture below is outdated; currently there are no simulated PLC’s used.
The real process architecture The PROCOS architecture
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1. REQUIREMENTS
1.1 Software requirements
- UAB Bootstrapper V1.6
- CPC Wizard V1.6
- Schneider Unity Pro XL V7.0
- Schneider OPC Factory Server V3.4
- Schneider OFS Configuration Tool V3.4
- Schneider OFS Client V3.4 (optional)
OR
- Siemens SIMATIC Step 7 PRO V5.5
- Siemens SIMATIC .NET PC Software V12.0
- Siemens Station Configurator V12.0
- Siemens OPC Scout V10.0 (optional)
- Ecosim Pro V5.2
- Visual Studio 2010 V10.0
- Python 2.7
2. SPECIFICATION FILE MODIFICATIONS
Simulated objects
The following UNICOS objects must be included in the EcosimPro model if they are simulated :
- Digital Inputs (ex : GH/GL of valves)
- Digital Inputs Real
- Analog Inputs (ex : TT/PT/GL)
- Analog Inputs Real (ex : LT/FT)
- Digital Outputs (ex :ONOFF valve order)
- Digital Outputs Real (ex : SCADA order)
- Analog (ex : valves, heaters) 
- Anadig (ex : valves) 
- Analog Output Real (ex : supervision command) 
- Analog Parameter (ex : SCADA order) 
- Controllers (ex : PID)
2.1 Modification rules
The only columns in the specification file to be modified are “Parameter1” and “Parameter2”, or
if those are not available in the tab then modifications are only made to “Diagnostics” and 
“WWW Link”. Only modify them according to the following rules :
- If the UNICOS object is inside the Ecosim model, put the word “Simu” in the field 
“Parameter1” with the following exceptions :
o For the objects in ANALOG and ANALOGDIGITAL, put the word “Auto” instead of 
“Simu”.
o If a controller can manipulate the object, put “Auto”. Check the items from 
column “Controlled Object” in “Controller”.
- Put the name of the macro-component in the field “Parameter2”, if your object in 
Ecosim is embedded in a macro-component, else leave it blank.
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- If the UNICOS object is simulated in the PLC, put “Simuplc” in the field “Parameter1”. 
Check the items in “OnOff” and “Analog” in the colomns “Feedback On”, “Feedback Off” 
and “Feedback Analog”.
- If the UNICOS object is simulated in the PLC, leave the field “Parameter2” blank.
- If you need to force a non-simulated AI or DI object to a specific value in order to 
remove interlocks, put the keyword “Forced” in “Parameter1” and the forced value in 
the field “Parameter2”. Make sure to add a decimal to the analog values.
- For each UNICOS objet in “AnalogInput” and “AnalogInputReal” make sure to specify 
the scale in “Raw Min” and “Raw Max”. Default values are “0.0” and “10000.0”.
- In “AnalogStatus” asign 5 spare objects in order to show the simulation time. Write 
“Simuwrite” in the field “WWW Link”. Put the objects in the folllowing order:
o DAYS
o HOURS
o MINUTES
o SECONDS
o SIM_SPEED
- In “DigitalOutput” asign 3 spare objects. Write “Simuread” in the field “Parameter1”. 
Use the following order:
o RUN
o REAL_TIME
o SAVE_STATE
- In “AnalogParameter” asign 2 spare objects. Write “Simuread” in the field “WWW Link”. 
Use the following order:
o INTEG_STEP
o T_SAMPLE
- All items in column “FE Encoding Type” should be zero.
Example of a spec sheet for AI objects
3. FILE GENERATION WITH THE CPC WIZARD 
(SCHNEIDER)
Using the CPC Wizard from the UAB Bootstrapper, it is possible to generate all of the necessary
files for the PROCOS environment: 
- A new mapping of the instances for your existing Unity program
- New logic files
- Cryogenic Process Simulator (CPS) files containing all PLC and EcosimPro variables
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3.1 Replace templates
Before running the UAB Bootstrapper, copy and replace the template files from the PROCOS 
folder “PROCOS_UAB_CPC6” into your application.
- “UnityInstanceTemplate”  “\Resources\UnityInstanceGenerator\Rules\TypeTemplates”
- “UnityLogicTemplate”  “\Resources\UnityLogicGenerator\Rules\UserSpecific”
- “ExpertTemplate”  “\Resources\ExpertUserGenerator”
3.2 General data
Open your existing application using the CPC Wizard and provide the general data:
General data window
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3.3 PLC specifications
- Specify the PLC type and name
- Provide the correct ethernet and MODBUS parameters
PLC specifications window
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3.4 Unity Instance Generator
Next, select the Unity Instance Generator and apply the following actions: 
- Select all object types which contain simulation objects, these could be:
o Analog
o AnalogDigital
o AnalogInput
o AnalogInputReal
o AnalogOutput
o AnalogOutputReal
o Controller
o DigitalInput
o DigitalOutput
- Click generate
The Instance Generator window
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3.5 Unity Logic Generator
Select the Unity Logic Generator and apply the following actions:
- Choose between ST or FBD.
- In the logic generator window, select “Edit Specs”.
- When the specification file successfully opened, go to the “ProcessControlObject” tab 
and look up a spare object.
- In the field “GL User Template” put the name of the template file 
“Simu_PROCOS_GL.py”.
- Save and close the document, click “Reload Specs”.
- Select the spare object in the upper left list and select “Global Logic” from the lower left
list. Select the presented object containing the “Simu_PROCOS_GL.py” template file.
- Click generate
The Logic Generator window
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3.6 Unity Expert Generator
Select the Unity Expert Generator and apply the following actions:
- Select the “SimulatorConfig_Template.py”
- Click generate
The Expert Generator window
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4. FILE GENERATION WITH THE CPC WIZARD (SIEMENS)
4.1 Expert generator
- Make sure to add the SimulatorConfig_Template.py into the resource directory of the 
expert templates.
- Navigate to Expert and select the Simulator configuration file.
- Generate.
The Expert Generator window
5. PLC MODIFICATIONS (SCHNEIDER)
There are three steps to be followed :
- Import baseline blocks
- Import instances
- Import logic
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5.1 Configure baseline
- Once the Unity project is opened, go to “Derived FB Types”, right-click and select 
import.
- Navigate to the PROCOS folder “PROCOS_UAB_CPC6” and go into the baseline folder 
containing all the “.XDB” files.
- Import each file. When an import error occurs, always select “keep all”, except for DFB 
types, which should be replaced and are usually located at the bottom of the list.
Import baseline
5.2 Import instances 1st
- Before importing the instances, change the project view to “Structural view”. 
- Right-click “User Application” and select import.
- Navigate to the output files from the CPC Wizard: ”\Output\UnityGenerator”.
- There you will see two different instances files, select the one ending with “1st”.
- If an import error occurs, select “Keep All” except for all input types (ex: DI/AI/AIR), 
which should be replaced and are located at the bottom of the list. Replace all with type
“Duplicate identifier”.
- Navigate back to the structural view and go to “ProgramTasksMASTSections”.
- Move each newly imported block to the top of the list, above “Communication_*_PLC”.
Import instances 1st
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5.3 Import logic
- Right-click “User Application” and select import.
- Navigate to the output files from the CPC Wizard: ”\Output\UnityGenerator”.
- Select the logic file
- If an import error occurs, select “Keep All” except for spare object, which should be 
replaced and is located at the bottom of the list.
Import logic
5.4 Import instances 2st
Do exactly as in 4.2 but note the following:
- This time, when an import error occurs, select “Replace” for all output types (ex. 
DO/AO/AOR), which are also located at the bottom of the list.
- Go back to the structural view and move each newly added block to the very bottom.
- Import PID instances.
5.5 Simulation time (eco time)
Make sure to add the variable “ECO_TIME” to the symbol table with type “REAL”. If multiple 
simulations will run on one PLC, make sure to create a variable for each simulation with a 
different name. Important is to keep the name “ECO_TIME” and only modify the ending of the 
name. 
5.6 Export
- When all steps are completed, rebuild the project.
- Export the whole project in .XEF format.
- Open the “fb_replacements.py” script and go through the user specific variables.
- Run the fb_replacements.py script. 
- Open the new .XEF file in Unity, rebuild all project and download to PLC.
- Export the .XVM file containing all Variables and FB instances for the OPC Server.
- This is done by right-clicking on “Variables and FB instances” and select export.
- Save it to the desired destination and make sure to save it as a “.XVM” file.
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Export symbol table
6. PLC MODIFICATIONS (SIEMENS)
6.1 Set interface
Open the S7 project in the SIMATIC manager and go to Options  Set the PG/PC Interface. 
When the new window pops up, select the TCPIP interface from your network card.
Select TCPIP interface
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6.2 Insert PC Station
Insert New Object -> SIMATIC PC STATION and provide the name, which should be your 
computer name (e.g. PCEN33992).
Insert PC Station
6.3 Hardware configuration
Open the hardware configuration window of the newly added station. Inside, do the following:
- Add an OPC server (V8.2) in Slot 1.
- In the object properties of the OPC Server activate acces protection (RW) for S7 and 
ISO/TCP communication.
- Add an Ethernet port in Slot 2: Simatic PC Station -> CP Industrial Ethernet -> IE 
General. 
Hardware configuration
6.4 NetPro connections
Open the NetPro window and add a new S7 connection between IE General and PLC. Make 
sure to use the correct ID’s.
NetPro connection
6.5 XDB file
- When still in NetPro, right click on your PC Station (make sure to click on the PC icon or
station name).
- Go to “Object Properties” and navigate to the “Configuration” tab.
- Set now the storage location and name of the configuration file.
- Click “OK” and compile.
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6.6 Station Configurator Editor
Open the Station Configurator Editor of SIMATIC .NET and configure the same configuration as
in your S7 project (OPC Server in slot 1 and IE General in slot 2).
Station Configurator Editor setup
6.7 Add SCL source
- In Sources, add a new object  SCL source.
- Name it “BL_PROCOS.SCL”.
- Open it and add the following lines:
DATA_BLOCK DB19
TITLE = 'DB_SIMULATION'
//
// Contains SIMULATION INFORMATION
//
AUTHOR: 'UNICOS'
NAME: 'SIM_INFO'
FAMILY: 'UNICOS'
STRUCT
    ECO_TIME        : REAL;         // Simulation time
    DAYS            : INT;          // Simulation time in days
    HOURS           : INT;          // Simulation time in hours
    MINS            : INT;          // Simulation time in minutes
    SECS            : INT;          // Simulation time in seconds
    SIM_SPEED       : REAL;         // Simulation speed
    RUN             : BOOL;         // Run
    REAL_TIME       : BOOL;         // Slowdown simulation activated
    SAVE_STATE      : BOOL;         // Request saving current state
    INTEG_STEP      : REAL;         // Integration step size
    T_SAMPLE        : REAL;         // Report sampling time
END_STRUCT
BEGIN
END_DATA_BLOCK
- Save and compile.
- In Blocks, lookup the “DB19” and add the symbolic name “DB_Simulation”.
6.8 Modify parameters
- Inside Sources, open the file “AI.SCL”.
- Set all items with parameter PiwDef to false.
For example:
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6.9 Compile, import and download
- Compile your whole project and download your S7 program to the plc.
- Go again to the Station Configurator Editor.
- Select the OPC Server and choose “Import station”.
- Navigate to the folder where you earlier on specified the location of the .xdb file.
- Select the xdb file and import.
7. OFS CONFIGURATION (SCHNEIDER)
In order to run the OPC Server (OFS), the OFS configurations need to be setup using the “OFS
Configuration Tool”.
7.1 Start
- Open the “OFS Configuration Tool” and create a New Device Alias.
- Enter the name of the Alias, which is the PLC name that was specified in the CPC 
Wizard.
7.2 Setup
- Enter the PLC device name
- Select the filepath of the “.XVM” file, which you exported earlier for the symbol table.
- Set the “Preload settings” to “Symbol table”.
- Set the “Consistency level” to “Debug”.
- At the bottom, set “Device timeout” to “5000” and set “Frame timeout” to “1000”
- Set “Max channels” to “3”.
OFS Configuration Tool window
7.3 Device address
- Click the browse button at the end of the “Device address” line.
- Choose “DIRECTTCP IP”.
- Choose Unity PLC
- Insert the PLC IP address
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Device Address Wizard window
7.4 Apply
When all is configured, click “Save configuration”.
If OFS was still running, restart OFS in order for the changes to take effect.
7.5 Test connection (Optional)
If you think everything is setup correctly, you can test the OPC connection by opening the 
“OFS Client”. Select the Unity OPC Server “Schneider-Aut.OFS”. If you are able to connect, 
also add a group and a couple of items to see if the “.XVM” file is also loaded correctly.
7.6 Syncing multiple simulations
If multiple coherent simulations will be running at the same time, make sure to also configure 
the PLC from the coherent simulations.
8. CRYOGENIC PROCESS SIMULATOR (CPS)
8.1 Steps
- Ecosim files
- Python script
- Config file
- Build
- Run
Address configuration
Alias configuration
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8.2 Ecosim files
There will be 6 files, which need to be copied to the CPS program folder. You have to place 
your Ecosim experiment files into the folder “Ecosim\autocode”. The files from your Ecosim 
experiment can be found in the root of your Ecosim library directory, which contains a folder 
also named “autocode”. Inside this folder you will need the following files corresponding to 
your experiment and partition name:
- Two “.cpp” files
- Two “.h” files 
- One “.stab” file
- One “.spa” file
Ecosim files folder in CPS program folder
8.3 Python script
Once the Ecosim files are placed and you already have python installed (read below for python 
installation), go to the “Scripts“ folder and run the script named “pre_run_mods.py”. Note that
if you have more than one experiment in your “autocode” directory, you have to open the 
python script with a python interface in order to choose the experiment. To open the script 
with an interface you can use for example “Python IDLE”, which comes together with the 
Python installation. Another option is to use a plugin for Notepad++ called “PyNPP”.
The following link directs to the python downloads website. You should install a version 
between 2.7 and 3.4, but most likely later versions will also work.
https://www.python.org/downloads/
8.4 Config file
The file “simulator_config.txt” is located in the folder “Config”. The following instructions will 
describe the function of the file :
- OPC HOST : If the simulation is run locally, set the OPC_HOST to 127.0.0.1, else enter 
the IP-address of the PC running the OPC Server.
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- OPC_SERVER_NAME : Define the name of the OPC Server, which is most likely 
“Schneider-Aut.OFS”.
- SIMULATOR VARIABLES : Specify the path (with respect to the simulation main 
directory) of the simulator variable files which have previously been created with the 
CPC Wizard. 
- TRACE : Specify “1” if you want to activate sim_trace, otherwise enter “0”.
- LOG : Specify “1” if you want to activate logging of the simulation speed and time, 
otherwise enter “0”. 
- WARNING : Specify “1” if you want to activate warning messages, otherwise enter “0”. 
This can also be activated or deactivated during simulation by pressing “w”. 
- T_START : Specify a number for T_SAMPLE. 
- INTEG_STEP : Specify the amount of integration steps. 
- INIT_ACTIVE : Specify “1” if you want to activate initialization, otherwise enter “0”.
- INIT_FILE : Specifiy the initialization file with respect from the simulation main 
directory. The file should be located in the folder “States”.
8.5 Build
Now, open the “process_sim.sln” file. When Visual Studio has opened the solution, open the 
“Source Files” directory of the “PROCESS_SIM” project in the Solution Browser. From the right-
click menu select “Exclude From Project” for each Ecosim file, which should be two in total. If 
no Ecosim files are present, proceed.
Next, you right-click on “Source Files” and “Add Existing Item”. Navigate to your CPS program 
folder and select the two source files (.cpp).
Solution explorer; Exclude From Project
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Now the solution is ready to be build. It is strongly recommended to use the release build. 
Debug is only needed if big changes to the project are made and need to be tested.
8.6 Run
Now everything should be setup for running. The “PROCESS_SIM.exe” is inside the CPS 
program directory in either “release” or “debug”. If everything is setup correctly and the 
program is executed, the OPC Factory Server should start automatically, and the program will 
proceed to establish all OPC connections, add all PLC items, add all Ecosim items and initialize 
the Ecosim model for simulation.
CPS in live action
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9. SCRIPTS
9.1  Config
Inside the folder “Config”, there are two scripts. One for generating a variable file for testing 
comunication and the other one for applying corrections to a variable file. Most likely, the user 
will never need these two scripts unless modifications to the whole CPS solution need to be 
tested.
9.2 Ecosim
The script inside the “Ecosim” folder is needed everytime an update is applied to the Ecosim 
model. The only thing to do is to put the new Ecosim model files into the ”autocode” directory 
and double click the script file assuming Python is al ready installed. If a quick comparison 
between models is needed, one can also put both experiment files into the “autocode” 
directory but then the scripts needs to be run via a Python interface so that the correct 
experiment can be chosen by the user.
9.3 Unity
When a user specific function block is needed in the PLC which is not supported by Schneider, 
the script inside the “Unity” folder can be used to confeniently replace all old FBs with the new 
modified FBs. Look inside the script file for user specific variables.
10. COMMON CRASH CAUSES
10.1 Failed to connect to OPC server
- Check IP address
- Check DCOM settings of OpcEnum and Schneider OFS
- Restart OPC server
10.2 Failed adding PLC items
- Check xvm export 
- Restart OPC server
- Check config file
- Check PLC variable file
10.3 Failed adding Ecosim items
- Compare amount of variables of Ecosim and PLC
- Check Ecosim variable file
- Check Ecosim model
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